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Abstract 

The influence of spiritual experiences on the benefits of nature on health and 
well-being has been the subject of a small but increasing body of empirical research. 
This paper presents an overview of these studies and presents the author’s own research 
into the spiritual and other deep-felt values held by forest and nature managers. 
Analysis of respondents’ statements yielded three clusters of concepts: 1) the intra-
personal process; 2) the relation between the manager and the forest; and 3) the relation 
between the manager and the transcendental. This paper discusses the interactions 
between these concepts and argues that the dynamics found in them can be interpreted 
as a ‘spiritual journey’, an iterative learning process with the spiritual experience as the 
‘ultimate’ (though ephemeral) goal. This journey can be visualised in a lemniscatic form 
which combines empirical learning with intuitive learning, thus reconciling the outer 
and the inner world and generating meaning. The model is then applied to discuss 
benefits and pitfalls of the spiritual experience in nature. Benefits are mostly connected 
to spiritual growth generating psychic and physical health. Pitfalls can be identified 
when the two cycles are not fully completed, not balanced or separated altogether, the 
latter potentially leading to extreme forms of either materialism or immanentism. The 
challenge is to bring the balance back again, to be beneficial for the environment as well 
as for human well-being. 
 
INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In accordance with the conference theme, this paper explores the influence of 
spirituality – religious or non-religious - on the benefits of nature on health and well-being. 
Many accounts exist of spiritual experiences encountered by people in nature: ecstatic 
visions of early sunrise over a moorland, eye-to-eye encounters with wild animals, elation 
while discovering a sea turtle swimming aside oneself in the ocean; the types of experiences 
are naturally widespread and diverse. There is a growing body of research into nature and 
effects of spiritual experiences, mostly based on literature research. There is less material 
on spiritual experiences in nature outdoors, and even less so in empirical studies on the 
latter. An interesting conclusion is drawn by Peter Antes (2004) as to religious experiences 
in general: people are not merely overcome by such experiences, but they are actively 
involved in shaping form and content: they ‘make’ the experience even while it is 
ephemeral and not consciously sought. The experience presents itself according to the 
person’s cultural background, knowledge, state of mind, and the environment around him. 
Many authors recognize the important role of nature in experiencing the spiritual (Williams 
and Harvey, 2001) but few have studied this role in depth and the less so empirically (e.g., 
Terhaar, 2009). However, in the last decade various empirical studies have been carried out 
on nature and effects of spiritual experiences in nature; I will discuss them and in addition 
present my own research and discuss the outcome in terms of a framework which visualizes 
the experiential and inspirational ‘journey’ that people make when being in, or dealing with 
nature. 

It is often assumed that nature experiences in general, and spiritual nature 
experiences in particular, are beneficial for a person’s mental or even physical health; 
however, this assumption can be questioned. For instance, nature experiences may not only 
be benign but also frightening (cf. Van den Berg and Ter Heijne, 2004; Terhaar 2006, 2009). 
It is also assumed by some that spiritual experiences in nature are beneficial for the 
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environment; for instance, it is argued that spiritual inspiration induces eco-friendly 
behaviour, such as public environmental engagement, adopting an eco-friendly lifestyle, or 
selecting a ‘green’ professional career (Williams and Harvey, 2001). It is likely that such 
behaviour is also beneficial to human well-being as it supposedly involves a healthier way 
of life, helps reduce adverse environmental impact and so on. The question is: can we 
establish robust causal relations between the three phenomena? Knowledge about the 
subject is at best piecemeal and fragmentary. The evidence for a positive relation between 
nature and human health is slowly building up but still contains many uncertainties (KPMG, 
2012). Even thinner is the line between spiritual experiences in nature and human health 
and well-being. This paper does not pretend to provide an answer to the question. However, 
the framework I propose in this article can be used not only to describe the journey a person 
simultaneously makes in real life and in spirit, but also to identify the effects and pitfalls a 
person may encounter along his journey. Some of the salient pitfalls will be discussed as 
well as relevant literature reflecting on these pitfalls. This way this paper hopes to 
contribute to further research. 
 
EMPIRICAL RESEARCH INTO SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCE CARRIED OUT SO 
FAR 

There is a large body of research (e.g., Van Koppen, 2002; PBL, 2012; Sijtsma, 
2013) into people’s valuation of nature, forests etc. Respondents usually bring forward a 
range of experiences including spiritual experiences when they describe their relationship 
with nature. These studies seldom specify the nature of spiritual experiences, or place their 
value in perspective.  

Other research focuses on sacred places (Verschuuren et al., 2007) and indigenous 
spirituality as far as it has a bearing on nature [see, e.g., Snodgrass and Tiedje (2008) for a 
valuable overview of the relation between indigenous spirituality and the environment; and 
De Pater (2008) on indigenous forest management]. These studies focus on the eventual 
outcome and impact on the environment rather than on the nature of the experience itself. 
The focus of this paper is on in-depth studies of the experience itself and the way people 
deal with such experiences and derive inspiration from them.  
 
Transcendent Experience in Wilderness and Forest Environments: Theoretical 
Frameworks 
1. Approaches to Spiritual Experiences. Based on earlier work by Fredrickson and 
Anderson (1999), Williams and Harvey (2001) and others, Van Trigt and Van Koppen 
(2003) describe two theoretical perspectives to approach spiritual experience, as follows: 
1) In the personal approach spiritual experience is seen as an intensive inner experience, 

a transcendent, ecstatic, flow or peak experience. In this approach, though, nature has 
only marginal influence and is at most an impulse for the experience which could be 
exchanged for other triggers such as music. Williamson and Harvey (2001) describe 
this category as “a strong sense of compatibility and familiarity” (2001:256) that 
resemble the experience of ‘flow’ described by Csikszentmihalyi (1999). 

2) In the interactive approach spiritual experience is perceived as intentional, i.e. directed 
towards another object or subject. In this view nature has a two-fold influence: 
a. nature can create the necessary indirect conditions (quietness, silence, opportunities 

for mountaineering and other activities) that may induce a spiritual experience; 
b. nature can directly induce the spiritual experience. It could, for instance, evoke 

“strong feelings of insignificance“ in face of the greatness of the forest (Williams 
and Harvey 2001:255);  
Many other authors confirm this two-fold characterization; some sub-divide the 

second category into: 
i. ‘Significant life experiences’: a shocking moment that triggers a certain realiza-

tion or insight; 
ii. ‘Magical’ moments of wonder, awe or fascination. This has also elements of 

‘flow’ (Verboom and De Vries, 2006). 
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In the second approach, therefore, nature plays an important part. To explain its 
working, Van Trigt and Van Koppen derive two perspectives from literature: 
1) The fact that natural phenomena are often suggestive due to their physical appearance 

(Williams and Harvey, 2001), their cultural, social and historical meaning (Schama 
1995) or due to projection of Jungian archetypes (e.g., Schroeder, 1992). 

2) The experience of ‘sense of place’: a complete awareness of a specific place or 
environment which encompasses the whole process of meaning-creation (Fredrickson 
and Anderson, 1999). 

2. Elements of Spiritual Experiences. Empirical research by Van Trigt and Van Koppen 
(2003) into spiritual experiences with trees and forests in the countryside of the Netherlands 
revealed six elements which determine the spiritual value of trees and forests: 1) quietness; 
2) protection and safety; 3) beauty; 4) longevity; 5) the seasonal cycle and imperturbability; 
6) visibility of the seasons and growth processes. These elements were found to induce 
contact with one’s inner self (1, 2), an experience of unity (2), deep feelings (3), awareness 
of a higher reality (4), life questions and sense-making (4, 5 and 6). Williams and Harvey 
(2001), who carried out their research in Australia, found that spiritual experiences were 
predominantly induced by extraordinary or overwhelming wilderness phenomena; Van 
Trigt and Van Koppen (2003) found that, in addition, also daily-life encounters with small 
and common creatures - such as a dandelion – could trigger similar experiences. 

A more extensive list of nature-induced spiritual elements is proposed by by Terhaar 
(2005, 2009). She investigated what she calls ‘mystical’ experiences among a hundred 
foresters in the USA and in addition studied literature about the mystical experience in 
general and the writings of ‘nature’ authors such as Thoreau and Muir in particular. From 
this material she derived the following seven ‘key dimensions’ of mystical experience: 1) 
a feeling of unity; 2) ineffability, i.e. inability to fully describe the experience; 3) Noëtic 
quality (the knowledge acquired is perceived as objective, certain and absolute); 4) a strong 
‘affect’ (strong emotions, usually positive but also negative emotions; 5) feelings of 
timelessness and spacelessness; 6) paradox (“this experience is so but cannot be so”) and; 
7) presence of an “Other” (one is alone with a single Other, often a divine being). Terhaar 
claims that these dimensions are universally valid – although her sources are mainly from 
the Anglo-American world. She also points out that these dimensions apply to positive as 
well as to negative intensive experiences which she regards as having equally trans-
formative potential as positive ones. 
3. Spiritual Experience Visualised as a Journey. My own research was directed to find 
an initial framework for the description and explanation of spiritual and other deep-felt 
values held by forest and nature managers. The lead question was how these values would 
inspire them into action, i.e., dealing with nature to the extent of making it one’s job. I held 
in-depth interviews with 12 foresters and farmers who had established wood plantations on 
their land. Analysis of their statements with the Grounded Theory method eventually 
yielded three domains or clusters of concepts: 1) the intra-personal process, 2) the relation 
between the manager and the forest, and 3) the relation between the manager and the 
transcendental. The domains have been published elsewhere (De Pater and Scherer-Rath, 
2009). In this paper I will concentrate on the interaction of the concepts, or elements, with 
each other. My contention is that a spiritual experience – be it ephemeral by nature – does 
not usually stand alone. As a person travels through life, he or she learns, physically as well 
as mentally and spiritually. As for the latter, all religious traditions know the ‘travel of the 
soul’, the via mystica. This presupposes an ‘ultimate goal’ of some form or another that 
surpasses the here and now – in other words, is transcendent. People will always, 
consciously or unconsciously, strive for this goal (Emmons, 2003). For one reason it may 
help them to reconcile with the inconsistencies of the world, the paradoxes of life which 
cannot be solved by reasoning or physical efforts alone. The efforts to reconcile with the 
consequences of this fact and thus maintain a healthy psychical and physical balance, we 
may call spiritual striving. This spiritual striving, like other forms of development, can be 
perceived as a learning process, a journey towards the ultimate.  
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I have visualised this journey using a ‘model’1 inspired by the agricultural systems 
expert, Richard Bawden (1997). He presents a model for an “integrated critical learning 
system” based on Kolb’s experiential learning model. In essence, he combines this model 
– a cycle – with an ‘inspirational learning cycle’ thus creating a dynamic lemniscate. The 
elements I found in my research fit well into such a lemniscatic form (Fig. 1).  

The model runs as follows: Starting from practical forest management interventions, 
and colored by his or her forest knowledge, the forester comes to realize the connection 
between knowing and acting, intuition and ratio. He/she starts to wonder which leads to a 
certain retreat. Some sort of ultimate concern arises to view; the striving for it is termed 
‘spiritual reverence’, the (unnamable) purpose itself, the ‘Ultimate’. Certain ‘spiritual’ 
experiences in nature such as a feeling of ‘unity’ or ‘timelessness’ induce the approach of 
this purpose. For a moment one can be touched by experiences of nature, especially by a 
peak experience, and the result is being-grasped. The profession becomes a vocation. At 
this stage the current flows through the ‘filter’ of the normative worldview which is 
determined by dispositions such as love, attitudes such as respect for nature, comportments 
such as the vision of an ideal forest, and a basic comportment such as professional ethos, 
etc. Through this confluence of inspiration and feeling – ‘aesthetics’ – a connection with 
nature arises and grows. This leads to a sense of responsibility and ethical considerations 
which culminate in ‘Biocentric Responsibility’: inspiration-born responsibility prompting 
action. It also inspires action for the human environment – reflecting what Joas calls self-
transcendence (Joas, 1999). This movement meets cognition (the right circle), and from the 
collision meaning is sparked off. The movement continues in the empirical (right) cycle: 
ethical considerations permeate practical management planning, especially concerns such 
as forest conservation, technical interventions, protection issues, conflicts, etc. These are 
reflected in management visions and goals, which in turn direct field operations. Now we 
are back to praxis again and the next cycle takes off. Ideally, every round leads to a higher 
level of insights and meaning. Note that the moments are not necessarily sequential – let 
alone causal – but according to many accounts seem to occur simultaneously. ‘Meeting the 
ultimate’ tends to happen in a flash, as a spark, an elusive affair (see also Terhaar, 2005, 
2009). It is even not advisable to try and dwell in that moment, as many spiritual traditions 
explain. They caution the traveller to go on, back to the world again. This way one 
reconciles with the world, not by denying it or trying to surpass it, but by facing its shadows 
as well as its brightness. 
 
BENEFITS AND PITFALLS OF SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCES IN NATURE 
 
Benefits 

Earlier authors claim that spiritual experiences in nature are beneficial for the 
individual for a number of reasons (Williams and Harvey, 2001:249ff). This resonates with 
the Biophilia hypothesis posed by E.O. Wilson saying that the human need to affiliate with 
nature is biologically based (Kellert, 2005). Terhaar, too, concludes from her research that 
mystical experiences – negative as well as positive – are beneficial for the individual 
because they: 1) help the process of personal transformation; 2) give meaning to one’s life; 
and 3) provide a framework for values and ethics, especially in the environmental domain. 

Verboom and De Vries (2006) state that peak experiences are especially beneficial 
for young children, since they help the growth and development process and, moreover, 
build positive attitudes towards nature later on. They go as far as describing favourable 
conditions and even programmes for children to increase their opportunity for peak 
experiences in nature. Van den Berg (2006) cautions that in these conditions a balance 
should be struck between wonder and fear, safety and challenge. A too frightful experience 
could be traumatic and cause the opposite impact. 

For adults, too, the spiritual journey into nature may be fearful instead of blissful 
only (Van den Berg and Ter Heine, 2004; Terhaar, 2009). However, under the right 
                                                 
1 ‘Model’ is not the right term because it gives a false suggestion of measurability. 
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conditions these frightful experiences are not the inherent pitfalls on the journey, but they 
are part and parcel of the spiritual process. They have to be overcome, not by denying them 
of destroying them from a distance, but by meeting them eye to eye and engage with them, 
ultimately at the peril of one’s life. According to myth, the hero slays the dragon not by 
running away or gunning it down from a chopper. Instead he presents himself and engages 
with the dragon – and also with himself (Campbell, 1973). In this engagement he has to 
discard any projection of what he thinks he is, and present himself as he is. Jungian 
psychologists would call this individuation. In the spiritual journey, the self becomes 
conscious and known, and acquires more and more aptitude to balance with the world 
(Schroeder, 1992). 
 
Risks 

If frightful encounters as such are not a pitfall on the spiritual journey into nature, 
there are other risks which are of a systemic nature and therefore are indicated as a ‘pitfall’ 
(Hedlund-de Witt, 2011). They are described as follows: 
1. False Projection. This occurs when the cycle is not completed while one thinks one does. 
The seeker can leave the journey at many moments and often for very good reasons. When 
this is done consciously, this is not the pitfall. However, it is a pitfall when a person goes 
astray and out of the cycle while thinking he is still in. Hedlund-de Witt (op. cit.) in 
describing the pros and cons of ‘contemporary spirituality’ describes this as the potential 
for narcissism: many ‘New Agers’ pursue forms of self-improvement which, though often 
harmless in themselves and providing spiritual insights, bear certain risks. One of them is 
that when the exercise evokes painful emotions, frustrations or anger that are not adequately 
dealt with, the growth process is curbed. The result may be perpetuation of wrong 
projections, in Jungian terms entailing an incomplete individuation process (Schroeder, 
1992), child-like and egocentric behaviour. 
2. Unlimited Self-Exploration. This is related to the previous risk and occurs when one 
goes round and round in the left circle: endless self-development, inner consciousness 
courses, vision quests, etc. Again, these pursuits can be quite beneficial and harmless in 
themselves, but when they are no longer in touch with the ‘real world’ the same narcissistic, 
egocentric behaviour can be the result. (Hedlund-de Witt, op. cit.). Moreover, this in turn 
can lead to inaction as far as the outer world is concerned. For example, in India some 
strands of Hindu spirituality were criticized by the environmentalist Anil Agarwal (2000) 
for attaching too much spiritual power to sacred phenomena like Mother Ganga River 
which tended to exonerate the believers from taking action in the real world and clean up 
her filthy waters.  
3. Instrumentalization and Commodification. There is a growing danger that the whole 
cycle – sometimes including the right side, the experiential cycle – is reduced to a product 
on the market for happiness. Commercialization of spirituality in general and its socio-
cultural consequences is widely criticized (for an overview, see Hedlund-de Witt, 2011). 
There is no reason to believe that spiritual nature experiences are a priori exempt from this 
risk, especially when they are collectively organized. Among the wide range of nature 
travels advertised on the Internet there are many offering a spiritual element of some sort: 
spirit-in-nature tours, mystical journeys, nature retreats, etc. Many of these are inspired by 
one or another kind of indigenous spirituality and include elements of shamanism, vision 
quests, sweat lodge and medicine wheel ceremonies, etc. The mere fact that they carry a 
price and can be booked on the Internet does not necessarily make them spiritually riskful. 
On the contrary, such travels are increasingly important as mediators for a growing young 
and nature-alienated urban population. Many of these enterprises are led by sincere and 
creative organisers who work hard to find practical ways to reconnect man with nature. 
However, as in other idealistically motivated enterprises such as ecotourism, the chance is 
conceivable that the balance between idealism and entrepreneurship may topple towards 
monetary profit above spiritual goals when the riding gets rougher. This should be further 
investigated. 
4. Disbalance or Separation. Pitfalls of a more philosophical nature occur when the two 
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cycles are disbalanced or separated. Often dualism itself is accused of being ecologically 
destructive (e.g., by Haverkort, 2009). I do not entirely share this view. The two cycles are 
ipso facto a dual representation of the spiritual journey, a distinction between the non-
material and the material sides of it. However, they are connected, and meaningfully so. 
The movement flows from one cycle to the other and back and again, thereby creating 
meaning to which both parts contribute equally. The pitfall is there when either one cycle 
gets prevalence above the other, or when the two cycles are entirely separated. We have 
already seen that neglect of the right cycle – undervaluing the material side of life and 
concentrating on the transcendent – leads to narcissism and inertion. There has been an 
intensive debate – started by Lynn White’s famous essay (1967) – whether the undoubtedly 
dualistic Western (‘book’) religions (Campbell, 2007) – especially Judo-Christianism 
focusing on a transcendent God – are at the roots of today’s environmental crisis; in the 
slipstream, transcendentalism became quite unpopular among environmentalists (Zimmer-
man, 2000) although with some prominent naturalists (e.g., Thoreau) it did not vanish 
altogether (Taylor, 2011). 
5. Extreme Materialism. When the balance shifts to the experiential – right – cycle and 
neglects the inspirational – left – cycle, the right one can ‘absorb’ the left one entirely. This 
leads to extreme materialism, a worldview that is cut off from its non-material roots, and 
sometimes to a complete mechanistic worldview. Ken Wilber (2000) describes the process 
as ‘flatland’: the belief that all phenomena are matter and matter only, to the detriment of 
ecology and culture. The pitfall of commodification of nature experiences and spirituality 
falls into this pattern.  
6. Extreme Immanentism. Here the opposite of the former takes place: the left cycle is 
not ‘erased’ altogether but ‘flows over’ into the right cycle. In this worldview immanence 
is prevalent: the belief that all material phenomena are imbued with ‘life force’ or a divine 
immanent being (Campbell, 2007). This is the predominant strain of most Eastern religious 
traditions (Hinduism, Buddhism, Chinese traditions) as well as of many so-called 
‘indigenous’ spiritualities. It is increasingly believed in the West, too, as Campbell 
extensively demonstrates. Much of it is present in today’s rekindled pre-Christian nature 
religions termed as ‘neopaganism’ or Earth-based religiosity (Zimmerman, 2000), ‘New 
Age’ or ‘contemporary spiritualities’ (Hedlund-De Witt, op. cit.), many of which are 
congruent with the environmental movement. Not all of these highly varied traditions are 
absolutely immanentistic and many combine it with a belief in some sort of transcendent 
being. When immanentism is taken to its ultimate consequence and the possibility of 
transcendent divinity is excluded, though, it provides a pitfall that has not been given as 
much attention as the others and I would therefore like to discuss. 

The pitfall – a too immanentistic view of the divine and its consequences – is very 
well described by Zimmerman (2000). He recognizes that earth-based religiosity is vitally 
important in the process of reconnecting humanity with the ecological environment. He 
then discusses the dangers when such religiosity is entirely immanentistic, i.e., denies all 
notion of a transcendent being ‘out there’, outside the here and now. Based on the thinking 
of Heidegger and Ken Wilber (e.g., Wilber, 2000) he argues that humankind needs 
transcendentalism in its thinking: without the transcendent domain humankind would lose 
its anchor point: the world would be seen as a system only, a ‘Great World System’ as 
Wilber calls it, ‘Indra’s web of life without Indra’ (my words), in which there is no place 
for human beings. Spirituality is there but it flows only through the right cycle, an endless 
flow through matter without an ‘Ultimate’ on the other side. Humans are just a strain in the 
web, no more than ‘clever animals’, objects without a subject. Consequently, they crave for 
compensation: “By unleashing the world-shaping power of his rationality, Western “man” 
desperately attempts to demonstrate that he is not nothing, that he does exist, despite not 
having any place in the world system described by the very same modern science which 
makes possible his efforts to control nature” (op. cit.:183). We cannot deny that this focus 
on the right cycle, be it immanentistic or materialistic, has done great good to relieving 
hunger, poverty and disease in the world, as well as ignorance and sectarianism as the result 
of modernization. The romantistic return to a simplified tribal life advocated by various 
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Earth-based religionists is therefore dismissed by both Wilber and Zimmerman, the former 
criticizing this move as the ‘pre/trans fallacy’ (op. cit.:180): “the categorical error to confuse 
earlier and less complicated stages of development (…) with post-rational perspectives 
because they are both non-rational” (Hedlund-de Witt, op. cit.:5). Worse, Zimmerman (op. 
cit.:171) sees a parallel with the Nazi movement with its bioregionalist cry for ‘Blut und 
Boden’ and calls for alertness on similar ecofascist tendencies in our times. On the other 
hand he hastens to explain that there is a great difference between the contemporary 
neopaganists and Nazism, namely the absence in the former of the totalitarianism and 
racism which made the latter so dreadful. Wilber, taking the same stance and bringing it 
further, is optimistic about the future of human well-being: “Wilber makes it clear that 
modernity’s crisis of meaning can be solved neither by a spasm of life-denying 
transcendentalism and otherworldly yearning, nor by a renewal of immanentistic nature 
religiosity, but rather by developing a multi-dimensional, non-dual ontology that allows 
room for experiencing the transcendental and subjective domains that have for so long been 
neglected” (op. cit.:191). In other words, the two cycles shall be run again, but at another 
bend of the road. 
 
CONCLUSION 

Spiritual experiences in nature are not only incidental rosy events that can be 
‘organised’ or ‘consumed’; they signify a process of connection and spiritual growth: the 
spiritual journey or via mystica. In this process, internal and external experiences merge 
into a dynamic interaction which can be visualised as a double cycle (lemniscate). Apart 
from the benefits and inspiration that such a journey can bring for the person and his or her 
environment, several possible pitfalls can be identified when the two cycles are not fully 
completed, not balanced or separated altogether. Further research is needed to validate the 
model and how to deal with the pitfalls. When they occur, the challenge is to bring the 
balance back again in both sides of the lemniscate, in all the diverse forms this world has 
to offer. This would be beneficial for the environment as well as for human well-being. 
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